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Love is never lasting emotion, a feeling of pleasure, a sensation of tickling ideas, a deep sense of spirituality, a force of heavenly power, a heavenly shower, an enrich world, an imagination come to reality, a magnetic charm which enthrall you, a river of pleasure and happiness, an ocean playing with waves with the shore, a ship tossing on the waves, a cloud sparkling with the lightening, a roar of the wind, a storm of the west, a noise of the thunder bolts, a blooming of the buds and many more but it achieve its goal in the deep silence of the adoration, devotion and dedication.

We human beings are devoid of all these elements of love. We are devoid of the ways of making love spiritual and eternal. There is lack of adoration, which is the beginning of love, which makes the opposite sex feel to fulfil the void of sadness and desolation. Without adoration love is remote possibility and it remains to quench the hunger of sex and fade away like a beast whose stomach is full has no apathy to eat and gets asleep. We people do not know the real ways of making love with each other which can give us heavenly pleasure and make us feel as the heaven has come down on the earth. Sex is the part of love undoubtedly but adoration makes that sexual love heavenly and eternal.

Men and women should have devotion to each other for love just like a devotee who expresses his devotion to God or Almighty to get the heavenly pleasure and enjoy the life with its magnetic charm. Just as we are connected with this spiritual power existed in the universe similarly we should connect with each other with full devotion. We are ignorant like those who have treasures in abundance but do not know how to use that in real life or like a protagonist who has abundant knowledge but do not know how to spread it in the world. For an ignorant wealth is as useless as sowing seeds in the desert and for the protagonist knowledge is as useless as blank sheet of paper if they do not know the real use of the gift given to them by God. Devotion to each other makes the love complete after which nothing is needed.

Where there is no dedication there is no love. Dedication makes the love complete, heavenly, rich and eternal. And when eternity is achieved it becomes spiritual not sexual. No doubt sex is the part of love also but the sexual intercourse should be filled with all those elements of spiritual nature which make the love never lasting and you feel sinking into the depth of the deep ocean up to the fathom or feel flying in the heights of the blue sky with white feathers and going on sinking and flying and journey of love is going on by ages as it will never last. In real sense it is the love which can be said eternal and complete, the love for which sex is only an instrument with which help we sink in the deep sea or fly in the blue sky and so on.

When you are sad, desperate, tired, alone, feel desolate, lost everything, it is the time when true love help you in getting over from these dispositions of mood and make you feel pleasure, enthrall you to enjoy life in every situation, help you to get over calamity or adversity and make you realise what though something is lost but not everything, there is someone to care for you, to help you stand again, to cheer you up to run a new race, to cherish you with the power of his/her love and make you energetic with the touch of his/her emotions and breaths, pouring upon you the whole flood of eternal love and this time love becomes heavenly like the love poured by God, and you forget everything and move forward with new vigour and enthusiasm.